EPA RESEARCH AND SCIENCE INVENTORY WEBSITES
A wealth of Agency scientific information and publications are available at the click of a mouse

Overview
The US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) is recognized as a world leader in
environmental and human health research.
The Agency's research website and Science
Inventory provide easy access to a wealth of
Agency research results, databases, official
Agency reports, peer-reviewed scientific
journal articles, tools, and other resources.
EPA’s Research Pages (www.epa.gov/
research) provide access to Agency research
products and tools. Selected research is also
highlighted for each state and the
information is broken out into several
research areas, including the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air
Safer Chemicals
Ecosystems
Health
Homeland Security
Human Health Risk Assessment
Land and Waste Management
Water
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Each topic area provides quick access to
additional research, tools, and scientific
publications, as well as funding opportunities
and the latest events available for
partnership and public participation.
EPA’s Science Inventory (www.epa.gov/
science) is a searchable database of
thousands of scientific and technical
products from our own world-class
researchers and their partners. This includes
official Agency reports as well as publications
by our researchers and thier collaborators
from leading peer-reviewed scientific and
technical journals.

SI records provide:
• A description and purpose of the
product
• The EPA office responsible
• Links to final reports, related work, and
publisher websites
• Peer review actions
• Contact information

Science Inventory content is divided
into three main categories:
1. Reports
2. Journals
3. Presentations
The inventory is searchable according to
specific product type and user-determined
time-frame. Initial results can be refined
with additional key words. The site also
includes a "help" feature that can guide
users through custom searches to find the
most relevant scientific reports,
publications, and presentations for their
particular needs.
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EPA's research website and Science Inventory put
a wealth of Agency scientific and technical
information and resources at your fingertips.
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